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1. INTRODUCTION
In this master’s thesis, a new Ground Motion Prediction Equation (GMPE) is solved to
supplement existing methods of probabilistic seismic hazard analysis (PSHA) for the ST1
Deep Heat Enhanced Geothermal System (EGS) at Otaniemi, city of Espoo, Finland.
Arup (2018) propose solving a more accurate GMPE that uses high-quality surface data
from the Institute of Seismology of the University of Helsinki (ISUH). The new model is
used to calibrate an existing traffic light system (TLS) that is used to monitor the
seismicity caused by the EGS. A more accurate model of peak ground motion and
attenuation of seismic energy would allow the operation of less stations to be used at
carefully selected locations, instead of a many large arrays at different locales.

With the push for more clean energy sources, geothermal energy is rising as an alternative
source for heating to other energy sources (Buijze et al. 2019, Veikkolainen et al. 2021).
Drilling and pumping water deep into bedrock increases a seismic risk (Veikkolainen et
al. 2021), requiring a monitoring of the seismicity during the building and operation of
any system of hydraulic fracturing or geothermal stimulation (Schultz et al. 2020); there
are geothermal well projects that have been shut down completely due to an increase in
seismicity related to the operating of an EGS (e.g. in Switzerland; Giardini 2009). A good
monitoring system with accurate predictive models can help mitigate these risks (Ader et
al. 2020, Schultz et al. 2020). However, historically the capital region of Finland (CRF),
where the city of Espoo is, has been a seismically quiescent area and solving for an
accurate GMPE has been challenging due to a lack of events to draw a database from.
Previously GMPEs in Finland have been solved for either the entire Fennoscandia
(Vuorinen et al. 2018) or on areas with nuclear power plants (Fülöp et al. 2019). As
GMPEs are regression models of ground motion, they require prior earthquake data
(empirical or theoretical) to which a model is fitted (Campbell 2003). With the induced
earthquakes at Otaniemi, a demand to solve for an accurate GMPE has risen as well as
events to base the model on.
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While some models draw from attenuation models made for seismologically similar areas
(e.g. Pezeshk et al. 2011, Vuorinen et al. 2018), at low magnitudes and relatively low
peak ground motion values (in Otaniemi’s case ML [local magnitude] < 2, PGV [Peak
Ground Velocity] < 3 mms-1; Ader et al. 2020), it is important to emphasize the target
site’s ground motion recordings (Campbell 2010, Douglas 2011). Campbell (2010)
concludes that at small magnitudes (M < 5.5), without correct site-specific observations,
GMPEs tend to predict too large ground motion at great distances. In the case of this study,
because the focus is on a 20 km radius, this is unlikely to become an issue. While PSHAs
most commonly use peak ground acceleration (PGA; Lekshmy and Raghukanth 2021),
in this study a model for vertical and horizontal PGV and PGA are solved

This study has three main objectives:
1. To collect a database of peak ground motion values using earthquake data
from ST1 Deep Heat EGS’s 2018 stimulation
2. To solve a new GMPE model, named ON21, for vertical and horizontal
PGV and PGA to be used at Otaniemi and its surrounding areas and
3. To study if the azimuth between the strike of the earthquake fault and the
recording station affects the peak ground motion values.

The database collection is done using Python programs with ObsPy-module, the GMPE’s
constants are solved by fitting Campbell’s (2003) model of GMPE into the peak ground
motion data, and the effect of azimuth is studied by comparing the peak ground motion
data with the magnitudes of the events, the hypocentral distances of the recordings, and
azimuths of the recordings.

1.1 Study Area: A Brief Geological Overview of Otaniemi and Its Surrounding
Areas

The bedrock of Southern Finland is characterised by high temperature, low pressure
metamorphism. Metamorphism is mostly amphibolite facies (4–5 kbar, 650–700 °C) at
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late Svecofennian time (1.85–1.78 Ga). It is likely the result of crustal thickening, heating,
and collapse (Kukkonen and Lauri 2009). This has left the bedrock with mostly
crystalised material: granitoids, late-orogenic granites and paragneisses dominate the area
around the EGS at Otaniemi and Laajalahti (Kukkonen and Lauri 2009). Veikkolainen
and Kukkonen (2019) give interpolated estimates for average heat production and density
at the capital region of Finland. The heat production is interpolated from U-Th-K-data
and is between 1.2 and 1.4 μWm-3, and density is 2800–2925 kgm-3 with relatively high
standard deviations due to changes in bedrock at any given place. The Mohorovičić
discontinuity depth is given by Kukkonen et al. (2008) and is roughly 50 km at the CRF,
which is typical for a craton.

Figure 1 shows the main lithological units at the Otaniemi borehole (Geological Survey
of Finland 2017). The bedrock around the Otaniemi borehole and towards south-west is
microcline granite, with amphibolites and biotite paragneisses surrounding to all other
directions. North of Laajalahti, under which the borehole continues and where most of
the seismic events occurred, are more metamorphic rocks: quartz feldspar paragneisses
cut a narrow path with more amphibolites further north, and at 5 km distance to the north
is granodiorite. Most of the capital region is mixed plutonic rocks and gneisses, with the
granitoids making up most of the charted bedrock. Figure 1 also shows the main faultlines as violet lines. The faults show some lineation in a north-east–south-west direction
close to the Otaniemi borehole, as do the quartz feldspar paragneiss (yellow) and its
surrounding units. However, Leonhardt et al. (2021) conclude that the strike of the fault
causing the earthquakes at Otaniemi is north-north-west–south-south-east oriented.
Hillers et al. (2020) had previously found that the horizontal S-waves radiated the
strongest towards north-east and north-west, whereas the vertical P-waves were the
strongest directly north, east and west of the borehole. Comparing the findings with the
lithological map, it is unlikely that the different rock-types have a significant impact to
the relative peak ground motion values around Otaniemi. Additionally Campbell (2010)
gives shear-wave velocities for hard rock sites at VS = 2000 ms-1, and Schön (2011) gives
shear-wave velocities for granite (VS = 2600–3200 ms-1), gneisses (VS = 2800–2900 ms1

) and diorite (VS = 2900–3200 ms-1). Thus, a hard-rock environment is assumed for

Otaniemi and its surrounding areas.
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Figure 1. The main lithological units at the CRF (bedrock map by Geological
Survey of Finland 2017).

The tectonic environment affects the GMPEs in different ways (Campbell 2003, Kawase
2003). Campbell (2003) gives four categories for tectonic environments, of which
category two, shallow crustal earthquakes in stable continental regions, describes best the
induced earthquakes of Otaniemi. Site location plays a role as well (Kawase 2003).
GMPEs are, by design, estimations of “strong ground motion on level ground in free field”
(Campbell 2003). This mainly puts constraints on how the data used in forming a GMPE
should be recorded but not necessarily the values of the parameters. The recording
equipment should not be on large structures, sites with varying topography or below
ground. Often such recordings are not included in the creation of a GMPE, with some
exceptions e.g. due to the solving of the models requiring large databases (Campbell 2003,
Kawase 2003).
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2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

The next chapter discusses the theoretical insights required to understand and solve for
functioning and reliable ground motion prediction equations. GMPEs are discussed, what
factors into ground motion, what is the specific model solved in this study and how
ground motion data is produced.

2.1 Ground Motion Prediction Equations

GMPEs or attenuation relations are mathematical approximations of stochastic ground
motion caused by a seismic event (Anderson 2003, Campbell 2003). Ground motion is
often described with peak parameters (PGV: Peak Ground Velocity, PGA: Peak Ground
Acceleration, among others; Anderson 2003, Campbell 2003) that are derived from
observations of ground motion either on the site of the specific GMPE or on a tectonically
similar site (such as Fennoscandia and Eastern North America) and in some cases
theoretical data (Campbell 2003, Pezeshk et al. 2011, Vuorinen et al. 2018), making any
GMPE a regression fit (Campbell 2003). Empirical GMPEs assume that, at any given
location, if the mechanisms of two earthquakes and their magnitudes are similar to one
another, they cause similar ground movement as well (Douglas and Aochi 2008). In
practice, a GMPE shows the peak ground motions’ mean expected value in relation to the
parameters provided in its equation, with the assumption that the ground motions from
multiple events are distributed in a Gaussian manner with its randomness caused by
aleatory variability, i.e. the randomness of distribution of the peak ground motion (Bolt
and Abrahamson 2003, Campbell 2003). Some models also consider the epistemic
uncertainties, or the known uncertainties of the models (Bolt and Abrahamson 2003).

GMPEs have been used as tools for PSHA in areas of both natural and induced seismicity,
especially if the risk caused by seismicity is somehow increased (due to a presence of a
nuclear power plant, urban environment, high population density, etc.; e.g. Douglas and
Aochi 2008, Fülöp et al. 2019, Lekshmy and Raghukanth 2021). Similarly mining and
drilling projects conducted in the vicinity of urban areas may be a cause for increased
seismic hazard, prompting the use of a GMPE as a tool for predicting the likely peak
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ground motions caused by different events (Ader et al. 2020, Schultz et al. 2020). For
instance, Arup (2018) propose the design of a GMPE to calibrate a TLS created for
monitoring the induced seismicity at the EGS of ST1 in Otaniemi, city of Espoo, Finland.
A well calibrated system would allow easier operation of an EGS and provide better
estimates of maximum ground movement, which are both important for PSHA, local
preparation and the public acceptance of any project likely to induce seismic events
(Kwiatek et al. 2019, Ader et al. 2020).

2.2 Forms of Ground Motion Prediction Equations–What Factors into Ground
Motion?

For areas with a low mean magnitude and relatively short hypocentral distances, sitespecific ground motion is observed (Douglas 2011). After considering site conditions and
local magnitude scaling, weak ground motion seems to attenuate differently in relation to
magnitude and hypocentral distance than strong ground motion (Bommer et al. 2007,
Douglas 2011). GMPEs are characterized by source and strong-motion parameters
(Anderson 2003, Campbell 2003). Source parameters are magnitude of the event, type of
faulting and focal mechanism, stress drop, and source directivity and radiation pattern
(Campbell 2003). Strong-motion parameters can be expressed as either peak time-domain
parameters or peak frequency-domain parameters. Peak time-domain parameters include
the aforementioned PGV and PGA as well as peak ground displacement (PGD), the three
being derivatives of each other. Peak frequency-domain parameters include
pseudoacceleration (PSA) and pseudovelocity (PSV), with the two being related to each
other by a relative displacement expression (Campbell 2003).

The GMPE solved in this study is based on Campbell’s (2003) method, and the model
given by them. The method uses a predetermined attenuation relation function which is
fitted into a database using the least squares method to solve for the unknown parameters.
The least squares method is a method of regressive analysis, that is used when there are
more equations than unknowns. In situations like these, the equations are often
inconsistent in their unknowns. The model is fitted into the data so that the residual
squares (squares of the difference between model and a point of data) are as small as
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possible (Campbell 1981, Campbell 2003). The ground motion database will be used to
modify the parameters of this model, and as such the model will estimate the ground
motion at distances and magnitudes found from the database. However, due to its
empirical nature, the GMPE cannot predict ground motion properly at distances or
magnitudes beyond the database with uncertainty increasing towards the limits of the
model (Bommer et al. 2007).

Outliers in the database can also have an impact on the model (Hansen et al. 2013). Due
to the least squares method, a data-bias is present, making the model fit best in areas of a
lot of data points (in this case recordings from seismic events) unless the model is
weighted (Hansen et al. 2013, Vuorinen et al. 2018). In this study such areas may be the
distances from the events that have the most stations, and the events of certain magnitudes
that have the most recordings. During the analysis of the 2018 data, the events of ML =
0.5 and above were prioritized, meaning that not many events of ML = 0.0 or close were
analysed in comparison. Contrasting with stimulation of 2020, most events had negative
local magnitude, which means the dataset would have a bias towards weaker events.

Besides Campbell’s (2003) model, other models for GMPE exist, as well as other
methods for creating the models. Atkinson’s (2008) method (the “referenced empirical
approach”) suggests using an existing model from a seismologically similar area and
multiplying its constants with parameters received from using a database specific to the
new model’s site. This method has the benefit of using the databases of both the old
GMPE’s site and the new site (Atkinson 2008). Hybrid methods, combining the two
approaches, exist as well (Douglas and Aochi 2008).

Campbell (2003) expresses GMPEs with either a logarithmic form or as a function of Y:
𝑙𝑛𝑌 = 𝑐1 + 𝑐2 𝑀 − 𝑐3 𝑙𝑛𝑅 − 𝑐4 𝑟 + 𝑐5 𝐹 + 𝑐6 𝑆 + 𝜀 (𝑒𝑞 1)
or in exponential form
𝑌 = 𝑐1 𝑒 𝑐2𝑀 𝑅 −𝑐3 𝑒 −𝑐4𝑟 𝑒 𝑐5 𝐹 𝑒 𝑐6 𝑆 𝑒 𝜀 (𝑒𝑞 2),
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where Y is the strong-motion parameter of interest (e.g. PGD, PGV or PGA; Kafaei
Mohammadnejad et al. 2012), M is the event magnitude (this study uses local magnitude
scale in use in Finland), r is distance between source and receiver, F is a parameter
dependent on the type of faulting causing the event, or the azimuth to the plane of rupture,
S is a parameter dependent on the local site conditions (including the bedrock and soil
conditions), R is a magnitude-related distance term, and ε is the random error of estimate,
or the standard deviation of lnY (Campbell 2003).

Due to the computational difficulties and epistemic uncertainties in trying to solve for
multiple coefficients, a few simplifying assumptions are made. Because the induced
events at Otaniemi have relatively low mean magnitude, the term r is used instead of R.
Weak earthquakes can be approximated with having a point-source, which is why either
repi or rhypo are used for epicentre and hypocentre respectively. This study will use the
hypocentral distance rhypo. hence referred to as r. The R-term is more useful when dealing
with strong earthquakes with large ruptures that are difficult to assume having a pointsource (Campbell 2003).

The F denoting the faulting and azimuth is omitted as well, since there were very few
events that had a different faulting mechanism (Veikkolainen et al. 2020). However, the
possible effect of the azimuth is discussed briefly, while it is not implemented into the
model. Previous studies indicate that at distances less than roughly 20 km, there are
azimuthal differences in the energy of the ground motion (e.g. Hillers et al. 2020).

Site conditions S is also omitted from the solution because the area around Otaniemi can
be considered a ‘hard-rock’ environment. Base 10 logarithm is used instead of the base e
logarithm for compliance with previous work (e.g. Vuorinen et al. 2018). Local
magnitude ML is used because the solutions for the events have their magnitude as local
magnitude instead of moment magnitude.

With these assumptions the final equation is:
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𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (𝑃𝐺𝑉) = 𝑐1 + 𝑐2 𝑀𝐿 − 𝑐3 𝑟 + 𝜀 (𝑒𝑞 3),
where the regression coefficients c1-3 are solved in this study. C1 is the adjustment
constant, c2 is the magnitude’s multiplication constant and c3 is the distance’s
multiplication constant. The error factor ε is the standard error of log10(PGV) which is
assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution:
𝜀 = 𝜎𝑙𝑛𝑌 = √1/(𝑛 − 𝑝) ∑(𝑙𝑛𝑌𝑖 − 𝑙𝑛𝑌𝑖 )2
= √1/(𝑛 − 3) ∑(𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (𝑃𝐺𝑉𝑖 ) − 𝑙𝑜𝑔10 (𝑃𝐺𝑉𝑖 ))2 (𝑒𝑞 4),
where n is the number of observations (recordings in this case), p is the number of
̅̅̅̅̅𝑖 or
regression coefficients (3 in this case), lnYi or log10(PGV) is the ith event and 𝑙𝑛𝑌
̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅
𝑙𝑜𝑔
10 (𝑃𝐺𝑉)𝑖 is the predicted value of the same event, i.e. the value the model gives
(Campbell 2003). Error values for magnitude and distance are received from the analysis
programs and are already in the database. From here on, the error will be marked with σ
instead of ε.

2.3 Instrument Response and Its Removal

Due to slowness of mass, traction, and the stiffness of the spring, the unprocessed data of
a seismogram does not depict ground movement. Instrument response refers to the part
of the seismogram’s data that is not ground movement but caused by the instrument itself
(Asch 2009). In mathematical terms a seismogram’s data T(jω) can be expressed as the
convolution * of ground movement F(jω) and instrument response H(jω). In this case,
the operating is in frequency domain (Gadallah and Fisher 2009). By Fourier transform
the signal cane be changed from time to frequency domain, where the convolution
operation transforms into a multiplication. Deconvolving is now done by dividing the
ground motion with the instrument response:
𝑇(𝑗𝜔) = 𝐹(𝑗𝜔) ∗ 𝐻(𝑗𝜔) → 𝐹(𝑗𝜔) =

𝑇(𝑗𝜔)
(𝑒𝑞 5),
𝐻(𝑗𝜔)

where the jω is the frequency domain of the signal (Scherbaum 2001, Wielandt 2012). If
the system response that is convolving the earthquake signal can be mathematically
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expressed, the expression can be used to divide, or deconvolve, the measured signal at
every time step of the discrete signal, leaving only the ground movement.

In a simple case of one spring system, Scherbaum (2001) considers instrument response
to have three components: the force trying to prevent the change of acceleration (Equation
6.1), the stiffness of the spring as described by Hooke’s law (Equation 6.2), and some
damping effect (Equation 6.3). Calculating the three together in equilibrium provides
Equation 6.4 that solves into the response. Equations 6.1–6.4 are from Scherbaum (2001).

𝐹ℎ = −𝑚𝑢̈ 𝑚 (𝑡) (𝑒𝑞 6.1, 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑎𝑐𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛)
𝐹𝑗 = −𝑘𝑥𝑟 (𝑡) (𝑒𝑞 6.2, 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑝𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔)
𝐹𝑣 = −𝐷𝑥̇ 𝑚 (𝑡) (𝑒𝑞 6.3, 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒 𝑐𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑑𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑖𝑛𝑔)
→ −𝑚𝑢̈ 𝑚 (𝑡) − 𝑘𝑥𝑟 (𝑡) − 𝐷𝑥̇ 𝑚 (𝑡) = 0 (𝑒𝑞 6.4, 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑠𝑒𝑖𝑠𝑚𝑜𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑎𝑡 𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑙𝑖𝑏𝑟𝑖𝑢𝑚)

The ‘poles and zeros’-method (PAZ) refers to a transfer function’s points where the
function grows to infinity (poles) and where its roots are zero (zeros). Scherbaum (2001)
defines the transform function as the ratio of Laplace conversions of the input and output
signals, which are similar to the frequency response function T(jω), with the exception
that s=jω is set. The response function of the PAZ-method is
𝐻(𝑠) =

∗
𝐵 ∏𝑁𝑧
𝑛=1(𝑠 − 𝑧𝑛 )(𝑠 − 𝑧𝑛 )

∏𝑁𝑝
(𝑠 − 𝑝𝑘 )(𝑠 − 𝑝𝑘∗ )
𝑘=1

(𝑒𝑞 7),

where Np is the number of poles, p are the poles, Nz is the number of zeros and z are the
zeros, and B is a single value for the sensitivity and damping of the seismogram, or, more
broadly, the system (Bormann et al. 2014, Smith and Randall 2016).

In practice, the response removal can be done either by dividing the processed signal with
an instrument constant or by using the PAZ-method. Dividing by constant can be used
accurately only for frequency range where the instrument response is constant. The PAZ-
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approach is better because it simulates the instrument response more accurately. PAZ
requires a matrix of response data, the sensitivity and damping of the seismometer, which
are provided by manufacturer (Scherbaum 2001, Bormann et al. 2014). Dividing by
constant can be used to get approximate values of the actual data. Correlating the two
traces, one that has the response removed by dividing with a constant and the other with
PAZ, can give good insight into whether the response removal works as intended.

2.4 Fourier Transform and Frequency Domain

Fourier transform is used to transform data from time-domain to frequency domain, and
it is used both to simplify certain mathematical processes as well as to study a signal’s
frequency spectrum (Shakal et al. 2003, Bendat and Piersol 2011). Fourier
transformations can be done for continuous and discrete signals, but in the digital world
the signals are discrete. As such, instead of using variables t for time and f for frequency,
τ is used for time and vN-1 in place of frequency, where v is a frequency related term and
N is the number of samples. The discrete Fourier transform for function f(τ) is (Råde and
Westergren 2004):
𝑁−1

𝑖2𝜋𝑣𝜏
1
𝐹(𝑣) = ∗ ∑ 𝑓(𝜏)𝑒 − 𝑁 (𝑒𝑞 8)
𝑁
𝜏

Equation 8 is for discrete Fourier transform, with W = e-i2π expanded. Bendat and Piersol
(2011) provide a transform function as well, and with changes of t to τ and f to vN-1 and
understanding that angular frequency is linked to the true frequency with ω = vN-1, the
same function is received. For frequency, v is used instead of f to avoid confusion and to
highlight that v is frequency related.

Differentiation in frequency domain has the advantage of being more accurate than a
numerical differentiation, as is shown in Figure 2, and also being mathematically simpler.
Fourier transform allows for power spectral density analysis, which is a form of analysis
that focuses on how big of a contribution each frequency has to the signal (Bendat and
Piersol 2011, Bormann and Wielandt 2013, Bormann et al. 2014). This assumes the signal
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to be either infinite length or considered infinite. This is a useful tool for studying proper
filtering frequencies for seismic signals. In Figure 3 the left side has the signal’s filter as
highpass at a frequency of 0.2 Hz, whereas on the right it is at 5.0 Hz. While a seismic
event does cause vibration at under 5 Hz frequencies, the level of noise may be stronger,
as it is in this case. The filtering frequencies for seismic signals are different at different
times. For instance, during daytime anthropogenic noise is stronger than during nighttime, so a narrower filter may be required during daytime. Attempting to remove response
from a noisy trace will cause the signal to become very noisy, as deconvolution operations
tend to enhance the signals at the edges of the frequency spectrum (Scherbaum 2001).
Figure 4 shows how an incorrectly filtered data has lost its proper form (green) and looks
nothing like the signal it should look like (blue). The high cutoff frequency for local
earthquakes tends to be close to the Nyquist frequency of geophones. Nyquist frequency,
which is half of the sampling frequency, is used due to the Sampling theorem: a signal
measured with a sampling frequency can only be represented properly if the signal has
no energy above half of the sampling frequency (Scherbaum 2001, Råde and Westergren
2004). Energy above the Nyquist frequency will cause an aliasing effect. Using either
anti-alias measures or a lowpass filter this effect is avoided (Scherbaum 2001). Analog
filters in a seismometer can already serve as a lowpass or anti-alias filter for signals above
the Nyquist frequency (Asch, 2009).

The derivation of the data in frequency domain uses Equation 9 and integration uses
Equation 10 (Scherbaum 2001).
𝑑
∗ 𝑓(𝑡) → 𝑗𝜔𝐹(𝑗𝜔) = 𝐹(𝑗𝑣)2𝜋𝑖𝑣 (𝑒𝑞 9)
𝑑𝑡
𝑡

∫ 𝑥(𝜏)𝑑𝜏 →
−∞

1
∗ 𝑋(𝑗𝜔) = 𝐹(𝑗𝑣)/2𝜋𝑖𝑣 (𝑒𝑞 10)
𝑗𝜔
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Figure 2. Comparison of ground motion from numerical and frequency domain
derivation. Using Fourier transform to receive a frequency domain and inverse
Fourier transfer to return to time domain, the signal loses less information than
using a straight numerical derivation.

Figure 3. Example of power spectrum from an incorrectly filtered data (left) and
a correctly filtered data (right).
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Figure 4. Example of two seismograms: blue is the velocity profile of a correctly
filtered data, and green is the velocity profile of an incorrectly filtered data with its
values divided by 106 to fit both visibly into one picture.

2.5 Ground Motion–From Physical Motion to a Digital Signal

While old seismographs recorded continuous data by drawing the vibrations directly on
paper, most modern seismometers measure counts per time and the data they produce is
discretized. A modern seismometer has a magnet placed inside of a conductive coil, and
as ground movement causes the magnet to move, it induces an electric current into the
coil. The induced current causes a voltage, the strength of which depends on the speed of
the changing magnetic field. A higher speed induces a larger voltage and in turn a stronger
current. The raw data from a modern seismometer is the discretized voltage it measures
from the coil (Asch 2009, Wielandt 2012).
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The digitizer of a seismometer records the changes in the voltage into a list. Each value
in the list is relative to the change in voltage and the elements in the list have an even
timestep between them. The frequency of the measurements is given by the manufacturer
of a seismometer (e.g. 400 Hz for geophones in this study). Using the frequency and the
starting time of the seismogram, one can separately calculate a timestamp for every
measurement, although most modern seismometers have in-built clocks and
automatically add timestamps to their measurements (Asch 2009).

2.6 Ground Motion–From Digital Signal to Useful Data

Now that the values are on the digital list, everything physical that can affect the value
has happened, but the data are not yet in a usable form. The system response is still in the
data, and before that can be removed the data requires processing. Three steps are needed:
detrending, tapering and filtering.

Plotting seismic raw data tends to result in having apparent first-order trends where the
average values of the data either increase or decrease. These first-order trends correspond
to high wavelength ground movement and seismometers’ internal noise, but in the context
of studying an individual seismic event, especially one occurring locally, they are
approximated as first order trends. Detrending is the simple operation of removing the
trends and fixing the data to a zero level, or, in other words, to average the movement into
zero (Bendat and Piersol 2011, Wielandt 2012).

Tapering affects the beginning and end of the data in question. For this study, the tapering
was 5% of the trace length from the beginning and ending, so for a trace of 40 s, 2 seconds
were tapered from both ends. Tapering is done for the use of frequency domain and is an
important step for Fourier transformations to work later (Bendat and Piersol 2011,
Bormann et al. 2014).

Next is the instrument response removal. Python’s ObsPy library is made specifically for
processing seismic data and provides ready-made functions for the PAZ-method which
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requires an input of the instrument response parameters (Beyreuther et al. 2010). Once
the instrument response is removed, the actual ground motion is left. Depending on the
seismometer the data can be in different forms as either displacement, velocity, or
acceleration data. As the components are derivatives and integrals of each other, one can
calculate the other two either numerically or more precisely using the frequency domain
through the Fourier transform (Bormann and Wielandt 2013). Once the signal has been
differentiated, an inverse Fourier transform returns it to time-domain.

3. DATASET

The dataset that is used to create the GMPEs and what is used in studying the effect of
azimuth is from Otaniemi EGSs borehole OTN-III stimulation of 2018. Table 1 is a
summary of the dataset. Figure 5 shows a map of all the stations and temporary geophone
arrays that were used during the stimulation (Hillers et al. 2020). Figure 6 shows the
magnitude distribution of the events. Figure 7 shows the epicentral locations of the events
relative to each other, plotted with their depth and magnitude and Figure 8 the magnitudes
plotted with the depth of the hypocentres. The depths of the events are in three separate
clusters: the upper, the central and the bottom cluster (Leonhardt et al. 2021).

Table 1. The dataset of the 2018 stimulation earthquakes.
2018 stimulation
DOI: 10.5880/GIPP.201802.1
number of events

207 of which 204 are used

magnitude range

0.0–1.8

depth range

4800–6300 m (one outlier at 10 300 m)

distance to station range

(manual cutoff at 20 km)

Total number of records

20 768

ISUH stations’ records

17 829

ST1 stations’ records

2 427
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Figure 5. a) Map of the surface and satellite stations in use during the 2018
stimulation. HEL-broadband network is shown as blue circles, the orange
symbols are for all the cube-stations and arrays, and black circles are for
borehole stations. The orange ‘x’ marks the injection site at Otaniemi, with the
black trail marking the direction of the borehole; b) Map of Finland showing the
national seismic station network, with the closest stations MEF, NUR and PVF
also receiving recordings from the largest events (Hillers et al. 2020)

Figure 6. Magnitude distribution (left) and cumulative magnitude distribution
(right) of the events in the database used to compile a peak ground motion
database.
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Figure 8. Epicentre distribution of the events relative to each other with depth
(left) and magnitude (right) with different colours. Since the events have a 3decimal location in WGS84 coordinate system, plotting them results in a lot of the
data becoming invisible. Each point was given a small random number to their N
and E coordinates to aid in visualizing the data.

Figure 7. Depth of the hypocentre relative to the magnitude of the event. The
three clusters as mentioned by Leonhardt et al. (2021) can be seen.
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During the 2018 stimulation, due to the number of seismic events from the borehole the
analysists were instructed to prioritize big events, and after the stimulation ended and the
seismicity dropped, more events were analysed, as well as the previously analysed events
were analysed in more detail, with more stations in use. As a result, most of the events of
the dataset have magnitudes close to 0.5. Events around and below magnitude 0.0 did
occur, but time constraints prevented their full analysis. Figure 9 shows a few examples
of fault-mechanism solutions (Hillers et al. 2020). Considering most solutions were
reverse-fault mechanisms and the only strike-slip solution is considered less reliable
(Hillers et al. 2020), this study will not consider the effect of the mechanism.

Figure 9. A few examples of fault-mechanism solutions (left) and the depth
distribution of events with the borehole as black (right; modified, original: Hillers
et al. 2020).

4. METHODS–FROM RAW DATA TO A MODEL

From raw data to a functional GMPE three main steps were required: gathering of the
peak ground motion data, the creation of the initial models, and solving for the constants.
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The first step of gathering the peak ground motion data was done in a single Python
program script, with the use of ObsPy-library. While the ObsPy-library has ready-made
codes for the processing of seismic data, a function was made that took the processed data
and differentiated or integrated it in frequency domain (Appendix 1). The peak ground
motion values were maximum absolute values from the processed data. For horizontal
values, the vector length of the combined x- and y-axis components was calculated. The
finished peak ground motion dataset was saved as a CSV-file for convenient use later (an
example in Appendix 2, full dataset available from author). A flowchart of this process is
shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Flowchart of the process from raw data to a peak ground motion
database.

After the peak ground motion dataset was compiled, it was used to create the GMPE
models. The models were created by fitting modified Campbell’s (2003) model (Equation
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3) into the peak ground velocity data one magnitude’s events at a time, with distance from
the hypocentre as the only variable. Before the fitting, the full dataset was filtered by
magnitude and maximum hypocentral distance. The hypocentral distance was set at r <
20 km for the models, while each fit had a different magnitude. By constricting the
magnitude and distance the constants received at different magnitudes varied
considerably less than if there were no distance filters. The fitting of the filtered peak
ground motion data (vertical and horizontal PGV and PGA) was done using Python’s
SciPy-module’s curve_fit()-function, which is a non-linear least-squares fitting function
that uses a Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm (Moré et al. 1980, SciPy v1.6.2 Reference
Guide 2021). Because the GMPE’s are regressions fits (Campbell 2003), they ultimately
require testing to get the best fits. All datasets were fitted at least four times with
tightening bounds for the constants. The fitting process of vertical PGV GMPE’s
constants is used as an example of the fitting processes next.

Each fitting started with setting initial bounds to prevent unreasonable values (Bounds 1),
and after that they were constricted to better the fit, but not to the point where the constants’
values would have been the same as their bounds.

Once the fitting provided constants c1-3 (see Equation 3) for every other tenth of
magnitude (from 0.0 to 1.8 with 0.2 steps), the constants were plotted with the magnitude
(Figure 11a). The constants seemed to follow apparent first order trends, and while in
some cases there were indication that the trends may be logarithmic or sinusoidal, at small
distances (r < 20 km) and magnitudes (ML < 2.0) they were assumed to obey first-order
trends to simplify their solving. Shallow trends indicated reasonable average values for
the constants, and once the standard deviation of the constants was less than 0.1, they
provided decent values for the model.

Constant c3, which multiplies the distance term r, had the lowest standard deviation upon
initial fitting at different magnitudes (Figure 11b), and thus its value was set as the
average of what curve_fit() calculated with different magnitudes. After fixing its value,
the curve fitting was repeated with just two constants c1 and c2 and tightened their bounds
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based on their values from initial fitting (Bounds 2). Because the values received for every
other one tenth of magnitude had shallow trends and low standard deviation (Figure 11c),
new bounds were set for all three constants (Bounds 3) and fitting them at every tenth of
a magnitude was attempted (Figure 12a).

Figure 11. a) Received constants with bounds 1; b) the c3 variations with bounds
1; c) after fixing c3 to its average value received with bounds 1, the bounds 2
were used to plot the constants c1 and c2. Because the constants are seemingly
unaffected by magnitude changes, every one tenth of magnitude are used (in
Figure 12), instead of every other one tenth between 0.0 and 1.8.

After receiving a low standard deviation for c3 at different magnitudes (Figure 12b), its
value was fixed at its average. The final bounds for c1 and c2 were then set (Bounds 4)
and the values they received from curve_fit() were plotted. The average values of the
constants and their standard deviations were compared to the range of their bounds
(Figures 12c, d, and e). Because the bounds were not touched in the fitting, and their
standard deviations were low, their averages were accepted as the final values. If the
constants’ values touched the bounds, the bounds were widened. Table 2 shows the final
bounds’ values. Figure 13 illustrates the process from the peak ground motion values into
a GMPE.
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Figure 12. a) All three constants plotted with bounds 3 for every one tenth of
magnitude from 0.0 to 1.8; b) c3 variation with bounds 3. While there is some
variation, the standard deviation was so low that an average value was justifiable
to use; c) c1 and c2 in bounds 4 for every one tenth of magnitude; d) c 1 variation
within bounds 4; e) c2 variation within bounds 4. While c1 and c2 seem to show
some evolution with magnitude, their deviations were so low that their average
values were justifiable to use, although this may diminish the accuracy of the
model at ML >1.0. Table 4, with the summary of the new model ON21 in section
5. RESULTS, has the standard deviations marked next to the constants’ values.

Table 2. Bounds used for constants' variation in curve_fit at different stages for
the new model ON21.
PGV
Bounds
1

c1
vertical
-6, 6

horizontal
-6, 6

vertical
0, 5

c2
horizontal
0, 5

vertical
0, 5

c3
horizontal
0, 5
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Bounds
2
Bounds
3
Bounds
4
PGA
Bounds
1
Bounds
2
Bounds
3
Bounds
4

-4.2, -3.0

-4.2, -1.0

0.75, 1.2

0.75, 1.0

fixed

fixed

-4.2, -3.5

-4.2, -3.5

0.70, 0.90

0.70, 0.85

-4.2, -3.5

-4.2, -3.5

0.70, 0.90

0.70, 0.85

0.105,
0.155
fixed

0.105,
0.155
fixed

c1

c2
vertical horizontal
0, 5
0, 5

c3
vertical horizontal
0, 5
0, 5

vertical
-5, 5

horizontal
-5, 5

-2, 0

-2.5, -0.5

0.7, 1

0.8, 2.5

fixed

fixed

-2, 0

-4, -1,5

0.7, 1

0.5, 1.2

0.12, 0.2

-2,0

-4, -1.5

0.7, 1

0.5, 1.2

0.13,
0.195
fixed

fixed

Figure 13. A flowchart of the process from PGV values to the constants of the
GMPE model.
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5. RESULTS

The peak ground motion database from the 2018 stimulation data was compiled to a CSVfile (an example in Appendix 2, full dataset available from author). Table 3 summarizes
what information each column of the CSV-file has. Figure 14 shows how many records
are from which arrays. Due to the limitation of 20 km, the records from the accelerometers
of the national Finnish seismic network were not used. Most records came from arrays
with the most stations; Elfvik-array had 24 geophones whereas DT-network had only 4
stations, meaning Elfvik could record the same event more times. Figure 15 shows the
maximum, mean, standard deviation and median values’ evolution by magnitude for the
peak ground motions.

Table 3. Summary of the peak ground motion database.
st1-18_database_PGM.csv
contains a total of 20768 records of 204 events
column name

explanation

data

example

type
id

event id as in database

integer

195078

station

the station of the record

string

TL15

network

the network of the station

string

Toppelund_cubes

M

magnitude

float

0.6

M_error

magnitude error

float

0.2

depth(m)

hypocentre depth of the event

float

5800.0

depth_error(m)

error of the depth of the event

float

0.0

fixed_depth

whether the depth was fixed, boolean

True

forcing the depth_error to 0
distance(m)

hypocentral distance

float

event_lat

latitude of the event in WGS84 float

7488.88751882
60.193

coordinate system
lat_error(m)

latitude error of the event

event_lon

longitude of the event in float
WGS84 coordinate system

float

10.0
24.838
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lon_error

longitude error of the event

PGD(mm)

vertical

peak

float

ground float

10.0
0.000125907905229

displacement
PGV(mm/s)

vertical peak ground velocity

PGA(mm/s2)

vertical

peak

float

ground float

0.0438337525065
31.2020316687

acceleration
filtering

what filter was used

azimuth

the

(front)azimuth

list
of

the integer

“[‘highpass’, 5.0]”
235

recording to its event (in
degrees clockwise, 0 ° is north)
PGD_hor(mm)

horizontal

peak

ground float

0.000178060667185

peak

ground float

0.0678611807402

peak

ground float

44.1263363594

displacement
PGV_hor(mm/s)

horizontal
velocity

PGA_hor(mm/s2) horizontal
acceleration
statlon

the longitude of the station

float

24.78816

statlat

the latitude of the station

float

60.15846

n records

Number of records per array
5000
4500
4000
3500
3000
2500
2000
1500
1000
500
0

Figure 14. Distribution of records from events of 2018 stimulation from different
arrays and networks.
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Appendix 3 has a table of the maximum, mean, standard deviation and median values of
vertical PGD (in mm), PGV (in mms-1) and PGA (in mms-2) that were calculated, and
Figure 15’s data is from the table of Appendix 3. The biggest values for all ground motion
came from large events (ML = 1.8) at the closest stations, and the minimum values came
from the stations farthest from the hypocentre. Seurasaari array and MURA of ST1
satellite network had the highest values in all peak ground motions.

There is a clear strengthening of ground motion as the magnitude increases with some
exceptions. At ML = 0.0 the PGV seems to be higher on average than at ML = 0.1 and at
1.7 the average PGV seems to fall. Both may be results of a data-bias: because less ML =
0.0 events were analysed than for instance ML = 0.1, the standard deviation of ML = 0.0 is
higher than that of ML = 0.1. The small standard deviation at ML = 1.7 is due to there
having been but one ML = 1.7 event in the database, but two ML = 1.8 events.
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Figure 15. Evolution of maximum, mean, standard deviation and median of peak
ground motion values for vertical a) PGD, b) PGV and c) PGA on a common
logarithmic scale.
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Table 4 shows the final model for peak ground velocity, named as ON21 (for OtaNiemi
2021) for both vertical and horizontal ground velocity and acceleration. Figure 16 shows
some examples of the model at different magnitudes for vertical PGV and Figure 17 for
horizontal PGV, Figure 18 for vertical PGA and Figure 19 for horizontal PGA. The red
line is the model, and the blue lines are its 1σ ranges. The model ON21 1σ-uncertainty
for vertical PGV is 0.60, which is lower than the 0.81 of Douglas et al.’s (2013) model
and 0.62 of Fin17 by ISUH that were used initially (according to Ader et al. 2020). Model
ON21’s 1σ-value for horizontal PGV is 0.68, indicating more deviation in horizontal than
vertical ground motion. Similarly, for vertical PGA the 1σ-value is 0.61 and for horizontal
PGA it is 0.64. Because the PGA values were received by taking the maximum absolute
value from derivated velocity data, instead of having the measurements directly as
acceleration, there is more variation with the data than in the velocity data. Figure 20
shows measurements at two different magnitudes, with different arrays coloured. The
ST1 satellite network’s stations (pink dots) seem to on average have lower values for peak
ground velocity than the ISUH stations.

Table 4. A summary of the solved model ON21 for PGV and PGA in vertical and
horizontal ground motions.
GMPE model ON21
Magnitude range

0.0–1.8

Distance range

up to 20 km
for peak ground velocity (PGV)

c1

c2

c3
σlog10(PGV)

vertical

-3.916 ± 0.080

horizontal

-3.925 ± 0.087

vertical

0.781 ± 0.023

horizontal

0.786 ± 0.013

vertical

0.133 ± 0.015

horizontal

0.137 ± 0.014

vertical

0.598

horizontal

0.676

for peak ground acceleration (PGA)
c1

vertical

-1.099 ± 0.067
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c2

c3
σlog10(PGA)

horizontal

-1.235 ± 0.078

vertical

0.836 ± 0.011

horizontal

0.991 ± 0.020

vertical

0.153 ± 0.017

horizontal

0.153 ± 0.017

vertical

0.611

horizontal

0.642

𝒍𝒐𝒈𝟏𝟎 (𝑷𝑮𝑽𝒗 ) = −𝟑. 𝟗𝟏𝟔 + 𝟎. 𝟕𝟖𝟏 ∗ 𝑴𝒍 − 𝟎. 𝟏𝟑𝟑 ∗ 𝒓 ± 𝟎. 𝟓𝟗𝟖 (𝑒𝑞 11)

𝒍𝒐𝒈𝟏𝟎 (𝑷𝑮𝑽𝒉 ) = −𝟑. 𝟗𝟐𝟓 + 𝟎. 𝟕𝟖𝟔 ∗ 𝑴𝒍 − 𝟎. 𝟏𝟑𝟕 ∗ 𝒓 ± 𝟎. 𝟔𝟕𝟔 (𝑒𝑞 12)

𝒍𝒐𝒈𝟏𝟎 (𝑷𝑮𝑨𝒗 ) = −𝟏. 𝟎𝟗𝟗 + 𝟎. 𝟖𝟑𝟔 ∗ 𝑴𝒍 − 𝟎. 𝟏𝟓𝟑 ∗ 𝒓 ± 𝟎. 𝟔𝟏𝟏 (𝑒𝑞 13)

𝒍𝒐𝒈𝟏𝟎 (𝑷𝑮𝑨𝒉 ) = −𝟏. 𝟐𝟑𝟓 + 𝟎. 𝟗𝟗𝟏 ∗ 𝑴𝒍 − 𝟎. 𝟏𝟓𝟑 ∗ 𝒓 ± 𝟎. 𝟔𝟒𝟐 (𝑒𝑞 14)
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Figure 16. Examples of the model ON21 GMPE for vertical PGV at magnitudes
a) 0.0, b) 0.4, c) 0.7, d) 1.0, e) 1.3 and e) 1.8. The red lines are the model, blue
lines are the model at ±1σ ranges and the colours of the data points refer to
their azimuth from north direction in a clockwise rotation.
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Figure 17. Examples of the model ON21 GMPE for horizontal PGV at magnitudes
a) 0.0, b) 0.4, c) 0.7, d) 1.0, e) 1.3 and e) 1.8. The red lines are the model, blue
lines are the model at ±1σ ranges and the colours of the data points refer to their
azimuth from north direction in a clockwise rotation.
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Figure 18. Examples of the model ON21 GMPE for vertical PGA at magnitudes
a) 0.0, b) 0.4, c) 0.7, d) 1.0, e) 1.3 and e) 1.8. The red lines are the model, blue
lines are the model at ±1σ ranges and the colours of the data points refer to their
azimuth from north direction in a clockwise rotation
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Figure 19. Examples of the model ON21 GMPE for horizontal PGA at magnitudes
a) 0.0, b) 0.4, c) 0.7, d) 1.0, e) 1.3 and e) 1.8. The red lines are the model, blue
lines are the model at ±1σ ranges and the colours of the data points refer to their
azimuth from north direction in a clockwise rotation
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Figure 20. The PGV values at Ml = 0.5 (up) and Ml = 1.3 (lower) for vertical (left)
and horizontal (right) ground motion with different networks at different colours.

Figure 21 shows the azimuth variation with all magnitudes plotted from stations at 2 km
intervals for vertical PGV, and Figure 22 for horizontal PGV, figure 23 for vertical PGA
and Figure 24 for horizontal PGA. Figure 25 shows four different events with their
average recorded maximum PGV on a common logarithm from multiple-station arrays
and the maximum PGV recorded at single-station arrays.
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Figure 21. Vertical PGV variation with respect to magnitude (x-axis) and azimuth
(colour) with 0° pointing directly north and with clockwise rotation.
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Figure 22. Horizontal PGV variation with respect to magnitude (x-axis) and
azimuth (colour) with 0° pointing directly north and with clockwise rotation.
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Figure 23. Vertical PGA variation with respect to magnitude (x-axis) and azimuth
(colour) with 0° pointing directly north and with clockwise rotation.
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Figure 24. Horizontal PGA variation with respect to magnitude (x-axis) and
azimuth (colour) with 0° pointing directly north and with clockwise rotation.
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Figure 25. Examples of four events with their relative PGVs plotted around the
epicentre. a) and b): ML = 1.8 event on July 16th; c) and d): ML = 1.8 event on July
8th; e) and f): ML = 1.7 event on June 29th; g) and h): ML = 1.6 event on June 20th.
a), c), e) and g) are for vertical ground velocity on a common logarithm and b), d),
f) and h) are for horizontal.
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6. DISCUSSION

The results of the work are
1. The ground motion database consists of peak ground motions in vertical
and horizontal direction for displacement, velocity, and acceleration, making it a useful
item for studying peak ground motions at and around Otaniemi area.
2. The new model ON21 predicts vertical and horizontal peak ground
velocity and peak ground acceleration. Of the four motion parameters, vertical peak
ground velocity has the smallest standard deviation.
3. The azimuth of the measurements seem to affect the peak ground motion
values, but not significantly and the effect seems to be strongest at very close distances
to epicentre.

The results are discussed in more detail next.

6.1 The Peak Ground Motion Database

The first objective of this thesis was to compile a database of peak ground motion values.
The CSV-file created and summarized in Table 3 provides an easy access to reliable peak
ground motion values in both vertical and horizontal directions. Appendix 2 has an
example of the CSV-file. The file contains more than 20,000 lines and 23 columns. The
full dataset is available by request from the author. Every event from the dataset of 2018
stimulation is not included for two main reasons: event, id of which is 195197, caused an
unexpected error in retrieving the data, and the events that had less than 2 km depth were
omitted. The 204 events that are in the new database were enough for creating a new
GMPE, as is discussed next.
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6.2 Model ON21 Ground Motion Prediction Equation

Due to the available dataset, the model ON21 GMPE for Otaniemi is best used for
predicting peak ground motions at the Finnish local magnitude range of 0.0 to 1.8 within
distances of 0 km to 20 km. At magnitudes and distances outside this range its accuracy
starts to suffer (Bommer et al. 2007). The 1σ-limits seem to hold in most if not all the
data points at distances exceeding 10 km. Closer than 10 km, the PGV values deviate
more, although this is also a result of having more data when the hypocentral distance is
between 5 and 9 kilometres than when it is above 9 km. Initial tests of using any event
that has the selected magnitude within the error limits of its magnitude would have
increased the data points per individual magnitude, but would have also made the standard
deviation much larger. This would have decreased the precision of the models, while not
improving their accuracy. Thus, it was decided that only events with the same measured
magnitude are used in the models. The horizontal ground motion models have larger
absolute standard deviation than the vertical models, and the vertical PGA model has a
larger absolute standard deviation than the vertical PGV model. Relative standard
deviations cannot be compared due to the average values of the models being so close to
zero. The greater standard deviations of the horizontal models compared to the vertical
models may be due to there being more deviation in horizontal peak ground motion than
in vertical. The greater standard deviation of the PGA models compared to PGV models
may be due to the PGA values being larger than the PGV values.

Previous models for Otaniemi area, a model by Douglas et al. (2013) and Fin17 by ISUH
according to Ader et al. (2020) underestimated ground motion at magnitudes above 1.2
before their correction (Arup 2018). Figure 20 shows the measured values from different
stations with certain magnitudes. The ST1 satellite network (pink dots) on average gave
smaller values for ground motion than the geophone stations and broadband seismometers
of ISUH.

The decision to limit the effective range of the GMPE at 20 km also has effects on the
shape of the model. Most localized GMPEs overpredict the peak ground motion past the
distance they have received data from (Bommer et al. 2007). Quick testing indicated that
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especially the horizontal PGA model tends to predict on average higher values at ML =
1.7 and 1.8. By comparing subfigures f in Figures 18 and 19, we can see that Figure 19f
with the horizontal PGA has the cloud of data points at a slightly lower level compared
to the model, than in figure 18f with the vertical PGA.

Because the model’s functional form (Equation 3) has but two variables, and the error
estimate σ is but the standard deviation of the measurements, the model does not take into
account the epistemic uncertainties of the azimuth, the fault-mechanism and site-effects,
and only considers the aleatory variability. The curve_fit()-function requires the errors of
each measurement to better the fit. However, the dataset for the 2018 stimulation events
did not contain error values for the depth estimates. As such, all depths were assumed to
have a 100 m error, which is the accuracy at which the depths were stored in the original
database. This was used with the horizontal error values to calculate a 3D error-vector for
each event, which was then used as the sigma-input of the curve_fit()-function. Likely
because the error was set large values, the covariance matrix and the standard deviation
calculated from it became unrealistically high. In future, a better error-estimate for the
depths could help decrease the error estimate by allowing it to be calculated directly from
the covariance matrix received from the curve_fit()-function.

Appendix 1: Python Functions has some functions used in creating the GMPEs as well as
a few functions that use the model ON21. These functions take in magnitude and distance
to calculate the PGV or PGA value with the error limits, and functions that take in
magnitude and PGV or PGA to calculate the distance at which these values are likely to
occur, according to model ON21. Figure 26 has three examples of function
“on21velvrplot” with a) an estimate of distance for 0.1 mms-1 vertical PGV for a ML =
1.0 event, b) 1.0 mms-1 for a ML = 1.5 event and c) 1.0 mms-1 for an ML = 1.8 event. The
1σ-value of 0.598 translates roughly to a 4.487 km error in distance.
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Figure 26. Examples of function “on21velvrplot” that is detailed in
Appendix 1: Python Functions. a) an estimate of distance for 0.1 mms-1
vertical ground velocity for a ML = 1.0 event, b) 1.0 mms-1 for a ML = 1.5
event and c) 1.0 mms-1 for an ML = 1.8 event. The 1σ-value of 0.598
translates to a 4.487 km error in distance.
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A good test for the model ON21 is to plot the model with its 1σ values together with PGV
measurements from the 2020 stimulation. While most events from the stimulation had
negative magnitudes, proving a challenge for the range of ON21, a few also had positive
magnitudes within the original database’s limits (Veikkolainen et al. 2020). The new
events could help calibrate the model further, and to test the limits of the model ON21
when magnitude is lower than the magnitudes of the model’s reference events.

6.3 Effect of Azimuth

Figures 16, 17, 18 and 19 with the models also show the azimuths of the measurements.
Especially at distances above 10 km, the residuals at 12 km with azimuth at around 200°
to 250° seem to be positive in comparison to the measurements at around 11 km and 250°
to 300°, and distances above 13 km and azimuths at around 50° to 100°. Figure 21, 22, 23
and 24 shows all the measurements from 2 km ‘rings’ around Otaniemi with their
azimuths. The peak ground motion increases with increasing magnitude, but at distances
between 4 km to 9 km the highest values come from azimuths at around 100°, with 300°
at middle and lowest from around 250°. However, subfigures d in Figures 21, 22, 23 and
24 with distances at 7 km to 9 km and the consequent distances up to 11 km, show that
the highest peak ground motion values come from around 225° and the values from
around 100° become smaller in relation to the others. Figures 21, 22, 23 and 24 also show
some curvature of the data; ML = 0.0 seems to on average have higher values than ML =
0.1. This is likely caused by there being less data for events of ML = 0.0 than of ML = 0.1.
Similar effect at ML = 1.8 seemingly having lower values than ML = 1.7 and even ML =
1.4 is most likely caused by the fact that there are less events at the higher magnitudes
than there are for ML = 1.4 and lower. Less events in the database tend to mean lesser
variation in the measured velocities.

The dark blue clouds of measurements in Figures 22d and e are from an ST1 satellite
station at Munkkisaari. It is likely these measures are simple outliers due to the station
instrumentation itself and do not represent any real phenomenon. While the colours
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denoting the azimuth seemingly give strong indication towards the azimuth’s effect to the
peak ground motion values, the rings’ thickness of 2 km may be a stronger factor in some
cases. Certain stations, as seen from Figure 5 have similar azimuths but very different
distances. The clouds of colours in Figures 21, 22, 23 and 24 are thicker in some cases
with thinner clouds under or over them, indicating an effect caused by the azimuth.
However, the effect may be not as strong as the figures may make it seem.

Studies suggest that the energy radiation around the Otaniemi borehole is not uniform
(e.g. Hillers et al. 2020, Leonhardt et al. 2021), and Douglas (2011) considers site-specific
GMPEs more important at low magnitudes, in part because of the differences in local
magnitude ranges. While Figures 21, 22, 23 and 24 indicate that the azimuth does play a
role in the measured peak ground motion value, Figure 25, with events of ML= 1.8, 1.7
and 1.6 does not show any clear azimuth effect. Comparing Figures 21, 22, 23 and 24 to
Figure 25 could indicate that the azimuth does not have as big an effect as the hypocentral
distance. According to Hillers et al. (2020), the energy from P-waves radiates most
strongly to the north, while S-waves are the strongest to the east and west. In Figures 25
a, b, c and d this is not clearly seen. North-east of the borehole is the higher relative PGV
in all figures, with south-west being lower. Figure 4 shows that the main lithological units
and fault-structures have a north-east–south-west lineation, but Leonhardt et al. (2021)
conclude that the slip causing the earthquakes underneath Otaniemi occurs mainly at a
strike direction of north-north-west–south-south-east. The vertical PGV values around
the strike line do seem to be affected by the azimuth, especially close to the epicentre, but
for horizontal values the effect is not as clear.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The 2018 induced events from Otaniemi show a clear relation between the magnitude of
the event, the hypocentral distance at which it was recorded, and its peak ground motion
values. The created database of the peak ground motion values can be used individually
or with other databases to solve for GMPEs at the Otaniemi region. While site-specific
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GMPEs are important especially at low magnitudes, for areas similar to Otaniemi, the
model ON21 can be used in initial PSHA. Similar areas to Otaniemi must be classified as
being stable tectonic region, the earthquakes must occur at relatively shallow depths, and
the environment has to be considered a hard-rock environment with similar expected body
wave velocities.

The methodology for creating a GMPE presented in this work is robust enough to follow
easily but acknowledges the need of individual testing and fitting. As such, the methods
discussed in detail in chapter 4 can be used in future GMPE projects, with reference to
this study.

The GMPE model ON21 is ready to be tested at Otaniemi region with more recent
earthquakes. The 1σ-range is large enough to have most recorded events within its bounds,
with largest deviation at distances less than 10 km, although this is likely due to the
available data. Fault-mechanism, azimuth to the strike direction of the fault, and the
epistemic uncertainties of site condition and the aleatory variability of peak ground
motions due to earthquake processes are all included in the 1σ-value. This inflated the
sigma, although it is still less than the 1σ-uncertainties for previous two GMPEs used in
the same region. While the uncertainties are smaller, likely owing to the greater database
of events, the model should be tested first with data from events that occurred during the
2020 stimulation and modified if found necessary.

There is evidence that the azimuth of the recording station to the strike-direction of the
fault affects the peak ground motion values at distances less than 10 km. Due to the lack
of data it is unclear how quickly this effect diminishes as distance grows. In future a
mathematical modelling of the azimuth’s effect could be experimented to further improve
the model ON21.
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APPENDIX 1: PYTHON FUNCTIONS

import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from math import degrees
from math import atan

def campbell(stuff,c1,c2,c3):
#A function for Campbell's (2003) model of GMPE to be used with scipy.optimize.curve_fit
#'stuff' is a two-part list: stuff[0] should have the event distances, and stuff[1] the event
magnitudes
filtd = stuff[0]
M = stuff[1]
C = c1+c2*M-c3*filtd
return C

def azimuth(lat_event, lon_event, lat_station, lon_station):
#function for receiving the azimuth between north (0 deg) and station (clockwise)
lat_event = float(lat_event.val)
lon_event = float(lon_event.val)
lat_station = float(lat_station)
lon_station = float(lon_station)
azim = float(degrees(atan((lon_station-lon_event)/(lat_station-lat_event))))
if((lon_station-lon_event<0) & (lat_station-lat_event<0)):
azim+=180
elif((lon_station-lon_event<0) & (lat_station-lat_event>=0)):
azim=360+azim
elif((lon_station-lon_event>=0) & (lat_station-lat_event<0)):
azim=180+azim
return int(round(azim))

#=====================================Fourier domain differentials
def derivate_in_F(trace):
#derivates a trace in frequency domain
#returns the derivated trace in time-domain and its maximum value
#velocity derivated gives acceleration
value = np.fft.rfft(trace.data)
n = len(trace.data)
sampling_rate = trace.stats.sampling_rate
freqs = np.fft.rfftfreq(n, 1./sampling_rate)
inv_der = value*freqs*2*np.pi*1j
inv_der = np.fft.irfft(inv_der)
max = np.max(np.abs(inv_der))
return inv_der, max
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def integrate_in_F(trace):
#integrates a trace in frequency domain
#returns the integrated trace in time-domain and its maximum value
#velocity integrated gives displacement
value = np.fft.rfft(trace.data)
n = len(trace.data)
sampling_rate = trace.stats.sampling_rate
freqs = np.fft.rfftfreq(n, 1./sampling_rate)
inv_int = (value[1:]/freqs[1:])*(1j/(2*np.pi))
inv_int[0] = 0
inv_int = np.fft.irfft(inv_int)
max = np.max(np.abs(inv_int))
return inv_int, max

#================================PGV
def on21velv(m,r):
#Returns PGV in m/s and deviation when given magnitude m and distance r (km)
vmed = 10**(-3.916+0.781*m-0.1333*r)
vdevupper = 10**(-3.916+0.781*m-0.1333*r+0.598)
vdevlower = 10**(-3.916+0.781*m-0.1333*r-0.598)
return vmed, vdevupper, vdevlower
def on21velh(m,r):
#same as on21velv but for horizontal movement
vmed = 10**(-3.925+0.786-0.137*r)
vdevupper = 10**(-3.925+0.786-0.137*r+0.676)
vdevlower = 10**(-3.925+0.786-0.137*r-0.676)
return vmed, vdevupper, vdevlower

def on21velvr(m, pgv):
#Returns distance (km) and deviation when given magnitude m and peak ground velocity
pgv (m/s)
vmed = (-3.916+0.781*m-np.log10(pgv))/0.1333
vdevupper = (-3.916+0.781*m-np.log10(pgv)+0.598)/0.1333
vdevlower = (-3.916+0.781*m-np.log10(pgv)-0.598)/0.1333
return vmed, vdevupper, vdevlower
def on21velhr(m,pgv):
#same as on21velvr but for horizontal movement
vmed = (-3.925+0.786*m-np.log10(pgv))/0.137
vdevupper = (-3.925+0.786*m-np.log10(pgv)+0.676)/0.137
vdevlower = (-3.925+0.786*m-np.log10(pgv)-0.676)/0.137
return vmed, vdevupper, vdevlower

def on21velvrplot(m, pgv, log=True):
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#Draws the vertical GMPE and returns distances where the desired PGV (m/s) occurs
#m=local magnitude
plt.figure(figsize=(15,10))
plt.rcParams.update({'font.size': 30})
dist=np.arange(0,20,0.5)
on21pgv=on21velv(m,dist)
plt.plot(dist,on21pgv[0], c='r')
plt.plot(dist,on21pgv[1], c='b')
plt.plot(dist, on21pgv[2], c='b')
r=on21velvr(m,pgv)
plt.scatter(r[0],pgv, s=250, c='r', label=('%2.3f km' %r[0]))
plt.scatter(r[1],pgv, s=250, c='b', label=('%2.3f km' %r[1]))
if(r[2]>0):
plt.scatter(r[2],pgv, s=250, c='b', label=('%2.3f km' %r[2]))
plt.axhline(pgv, label=('%g ms$^-$$^1$' %pgv))
plt.xlabel('distance (km)')
plt.ylabel('PGV$_v$ (ms$^-$$^1$)')
if(log==True):
plt.yscale(‘log’)
plt.title('M$_l$ = %1.1f, vertical' %m)
plt.legend()
return r[0], r[1]

def on21velhrplot(m, pgv, log=True):
#Draws the horizontal GMPE and returns distances where the desired PGV (m/s) occurs
#m=local magnitude
plt.figure(figsize=(15,10))
plt.rcParams.update({'font.size': 30})
dist=np.arange(0,20,0.5)
on21pgv=on21velh(m,dist)
plt.plot(dist,on21pgv[0], c='r')
plt.plot(dist,on21pgv[1], c='b')
plt.plot(dist, on21pgv[2], c='b')
r=on21velhr(m,pgv)
plt.scatter(r[0],pgv, s=250, c='r', label=('%2.3f km' %r[0]))
plt.scatter(r[1],pgv, s=250, c='b', label=('%2.3f km' %r[1]))
if(r[2]>0):
plt.scatter(r[2],pgv, s=250, c='b', label=('%2.3f km' %r[2]))
plt.axhline(pgv, label=('%g ms$^-$$^1$' %pgv))
plt.xlabel('distance (km)')
plt.ylabel('PGV$_h$ (ms$^-$$^1$)')
if(log=True):
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plt.yscale(‘log’)
plt.title('M$_l$ = %1.1f, horizontal' %m)
plt.legend()
return r[0], r[1]

#================================PGA
def on21accv(m,r):
#Returns PGA in m/s2 and deviation when given magnitude m and distance r (km)
amed = 10**(-1.099+0.836*m-0.153*r)
adevupper = 10**(-1.099+0.836*m-0.153*r+0.611)
adevlower = 10**(-1.099+0.836*m-0.153*r-0.611)
return amed, adevupper, adevlower
def on21acch(m,r):
#same as on21accv but for horizontal movement
amed = 10**(-1.235+0.991*m-0.153*r)
adevupper = 10**(-1.235+0.991*m-0.153*r+0.642)
adevlower = 10**(-1.235+0.991*m-0.153*r-0.642)
return amed, adevupper, adevlower

def on21accvr(m, pga):
#Returns distance (km) and deviation when given magnitude m and peak ground velocity
pgv (m/s)
amed = (-1.099+0.836*m-np.log10(pga))/0.153
adevupper = (-1.099+0.836*m-np.log10(pga)+0.611)/0.153
adevlower = (-1.099+0.836*m-np.log10(pga)-0.611)/0.153
return amed, adevupper, adevlower
def on21acchr(m,pga):
#same as on21velvr but for horizontal movement
amed = (-1.235+0.991*m-np.log10(pga))/0.153
adevupper = (-1.235+0.991*m-np.log10(pga)+0.642)/0.153
adevlower = (-1.235+0.991*m-np.log10(pga)-0.642)/0.153
return amed, adevupper, adevlower

def on21accvrplot(m, pga, log=True):
#Draws the vertical motion GMPE and returns distances where the desired PGA (m/s2)
occurs
#m=local magnitude
plt.figure(figsize=(15,10))
plt.rcParams.update({'font.size': 30})
dist=np.arange(0,20,0.5)
on21pga=on21accv(m,dist)
plt.plot(dist,on21pga[0], c='r')
plt.plot(dist,on21pga[1], c='b')
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plt.plot(dist, on21pga[2], c='b')
r=on21accvr(m,pga)
plt.scatter(r[0],pga, s=250, c='r', label=('%2.3f km' %r[0]))
plt.scatter(r[1],pga, s=250, c='b', label=('%2.3f km' %r[1]))
if(r[2]>0):
plt.scatter(r[2],pga, s=250, c='b', label=('%2.3f km' %r[2]))
plt.axhline(pga, label=('%g ms$^-$$^2$' %pga))
plt.xlabel('distance (km)')
plt.ylabel('PGA$_v$ (ms$^-$$^2$)')
if(log==True):
plt.yscale(‘log’)
plt.title('M$_l$ = %1.1f, vertical' %m)
plt.legend()
return r[0], r[1]

def on21acchrplot(m, pga, log=True):
#Draws the horizontal motion GMPE and returns distances where the desired PGA (m/s2)
occurs
#m=local magnitude
plt.figure(figsize=(15,10))
plt.rcParams.update({'font.size': 30})
dist=np.arange(0,20,0.5)
on21pga=on21acch(m,dist)
plt.plot(dist,on21pga[0], c='r')
plt.plot(dist,on21pga[1], c='b')
plt.plot(dist, on21pga[2], c='b')
r=on21acchr(m,pga)
plt.scatter(r[0],pga, s=250, c='r', label=('%2.3f km' %r[0]))
plt.scatter(r[1],pga, s=250, c='b', label=('%2.3f km' %r[1]))
if(r[2]>0):
plt.scatter(r[2],pga, s=250, c='b', label=('%2.3f km' %r[2]))
plt.axhline(pga, label=('%g ms$^-$$^2$' %pga))
plt.xlabel('distance (km)')
plt.ylabel('PGA$_h$ (ms$^-$$^2$)')
if(log==True):
plt.yscale(‘log’)
plt.title('M$_l$ = %1.1f, horizontal' %m)
plt.legend()
return r[0], r[1]
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APPENDIX 2: EXAMPLE OF ST1-18_DATABASE_PGM.CSV
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APPENDIX 3: VERTICAL PEAK GROUND MOTION VARIATIONS BY MAGNITUDE FROM ST1-18_DATABASE_PGM.CSV
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